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Building the School of the Future
Discovery Brief 05: New Models for Learning
For more than three years, the School District of Philadelphia and Microsoft worked
together on the ambitious task of imagining and constructing a “School of the Future.”
Bringing together the best of what industry and education have to offer, the mission
was to create a living blueprint for learning environments in the 21st century.

Now the school is a reality. Every day, 175 learners—our first “freshman” class—experience the results of the leadership, infrastructure, architectural, and strategic planning that went into the school’s creation. But the process is
far from complete. To achieve true, lasting, and replicable success, we will continue to capture what we learn, outline
key steps, illustrate critical insights, understand challenges, and share the solutions we’ve found. Discover how we’ve
taken a different approach to curriculum, and how learners are forging their own paths at the School of the Future.

Redefining our vocabulary
Curriculum is at the heart of a typical high school. For the School of the Future, it’s also the

At the School of the Future, curriculum extends beyond content to everything in the school—or-

skin, the bones, the muscles, and the brain. Everything that learners experience during a

ganization, schedules, and even the building itself—but particularly to its project-based learning

school day—and often beyond—is considered curriculum by the school’s educators. They’re

model, where learners are asked to do more than master core skills. They explore their own think-

building a remarkable capacity for learning in these children—helping them realize that

ing, and are encouraged to raise generative questions—questions that create more questions—

they can be learners 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 52 weeks a year.

about project topics and the best ways to learn about them. In addition, each project is designed

Traditionally, curriculum is often understood in the context of scope-and-sequence—an extremely

to incorporate many learning disciplines, to be more relevant to the complex way learning happens

structured educational model focused on required educational content. This model can place a
teacher in the position of a transmitter—standing in front of a class, telling learners only what

in the “real world” in which learners live. In this model, educators play a very different role, using
an individual approach with each child to draw learning out of them, while providing support and

they “need” to know, regardless of individual learning capabilities or relevance to other subjects.

guidance when it is needed.

Learners then are asked to repeat the content back through assignments and tests, in order to

generative (jěn’r--tĭv, --rā’-), adj. Having the power to produce or originate.

meet previously established scope-and-sequence goals.
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At the classroom level
During any given day, learners at the School of the Future will find out more than
just the answer to a multiplication problem or grammar question. Through projectbased learning, they’ll discover something about who they are, establishing a frame
of reference that makes each piece of curriculum relevant to their world.
Rather than moving through a day of regimented, discrete classes, each learner is involved
for several months in projects that combine different educational disciplines. For instance,
a project entitled Money and Rights lets learners discover how money came into existence
(history), helps them understand budgets (mathematics), and gives them a chance to
develop theories on the role of money in their own community (social studies). Collaboration and presentation are key parts of every project, helping learners gain competencies in
teamwork, problem solving, and communication, including writing and public speaking.
In each project, generative questions from learners begin the specific discussion. “How did
that happen?” leads to research. “Why didn’t they do it this way?” generates an experiment.
Even “Why do we need to learn this?” helps establish relevance for a topic. And the form of
the project always follows function—instead of marching through a learning sequence, it
evolves organically, with input from learners. What they discover on Monday will influence
their tasks on Tuesday and beyond, and in many cases the scope of the project (and its findings) can exceed the original expectations of school educators.
As the projects evolve, educators are continually observing and assessing project teams to
ensure that required content is being covered, and that learners are acquiring and developing fundamental skills. If there is a need for reinforcement of certain material, or learners
need extra help with skills, educators can approach them on an individual level to give
them the help and resources they need. Because a School of the Future learner’s day is not
as structured as a typical learner’s, this often can be accomplished through supplementary
instruction or practice, without significantly interrupting the flow of the project.

The ongoing result is a view of “human ecology,” where learners complement necessary and
required skills with relevant, real-world experiences to gain an appreciation of the relationships among people, and between people and the world. And because project-based learning
helps them understand topics, rather than just memorizing facts, these children can extend
their learning to new subjects in school, and eventually to their futures outside the classroom.

Uniform choices
If all public school learners in Philadelphia are required

a single team candidate. Teams then gathered feedback to

to wear uniforms, how does that affect learners look-

help refine their designs, which were judged by a profes-

ing to establish their own identities? At the School of the

sional designer, rather than school leadership. Now the

Future, the answer, as always, is in the learning process.

winning School of the Future uniform is much more than

During the summer, incoming learners were invited to

a requirement—from the first day of school it has been a

take ownership of the requirement and design their own

symbol of learner achievement, a competitive spark, and

uniforms. Collaborating in teams, they collected individual

an early indication of the potential for success in this new

input, created designs, and worked to reach consensus on

way of learning.
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Connected curriculum
As revolutionary as the walls and learning spaces of the School of the Future are,
they cannot possibly contain all that learners need. That’s why the majority of learners’
projects involve real-world connections outside the school property, both physical and
virtual. The educators at the School of the Future are dedicated to putting the school at
the center of a community, keeping learners connected to a host of resources that can
help them extend and improve their learning.
Learners may visit the adjacent Philadelphia Zoo, to make a real connection to the biology they study. Or go to a museum, to see what was left behind by the cultures they’re
exploring. Or meet with local leaders and community members to gain perspective on the

environment in which they live. Or use the advanced technology of the School of the
Future to conduct research, access software partners to improve their core skills, and
discover new applications for their knowledge.
Back inside the school, the connections continue. Each new project involves a reorganization of learners, and results in groups of children from different communities, middle
schools, and backgrounds. Additionally, learners are not “sorted” by proficiency, as in many
high schools. Children are challenged to work with new faces and personalities—and must
overcome old ways of thinking—in order to succeed in teams and as individual learners.

My day: One learner at the School of the Future
When I arrive, I see learners in the gym, in the office,

with my group on our assessment project. After lunch, I

for the project is to make an interview studio. At 4:19,

eating in the food court, and socializing. Many learners

go to skills—band, fitness, or writing. In writing, we look

the educators let us out of class. Sometimes I stay after

check their e-mail or listen to music before they have to

at different problems that a country has, come up with

to help with tours or community events. Some days, I go

start classes at 9:15. My major project class is City and

ideas for solutions, and then write about them and pres-

home and pick up my little brother to take him to tutoring.

First Democracy, where we learn about our community

ent to the class. I also have my mini project—Media and

— Quetta F., School of the Future learner

and the rights of the people. The first thing I do is log

Archiving—at the end of the day.

in to the portal to see our agenda, then I start working

I’m working on creating a virtual tour, and my first job
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Educators

The role of technology

For every child who learns in the School of the Future environment, there is an
educational professional learning alongside them. More than just instructors or advisors,
these educators are companions on the learning process, constantly improving their own
understanding and competencies. When necessary, they can provide the right “vocabulary”
for a particular subject—whether that’s a mathematical algorithm or a philosophy term—
but the initiative truly lies with the learners. These educators realize that a learner who
comes to an understanding on their own is far more likely to retain that knowledge than
a learner who merely learned it by rote.

One of the key goals of the School of the Future’s IT infrastructure was establishing
the right level of access to resources and collaboration for learners, educators, staff,
and the community. This access has been essential to the success of the curriculum
plan at every level.

Of course, if a learner does need extra help understanding a concept or shoring up their
foundational skills, the School of the Future educators are there to provide it. Staff at the
school refer to this as “scaffolding” children’s learning—providing just the right amount of
support to help learners help themselves to the next level of understanding.
Educators play a major role in curriculum plans as well. Based on the strategies laid out
by the School of the Future curriculum committee during the school’s creation, educators
collaborate—in person and through an online sharing and planning tool—to discuss and
develop the curriculum that learners experience. Since the resulting projects are organic,
responding to the ways learners interact with them, educator discussions are crucial to
successfully evolving, improving, and learning from them.

As one of the primary links between all the stakeholder groups, Dr. Shirley Grover, the
school’s Chief Learner (principal), needs immediate access to learner assessments, project
plans, and communication tools, and the ability to collaborate with other educators, learners, guardians or parents, and the community at large. With this information and access,
Dr. Grover is able to not only supervise the operation of the school, but play a daily, handson role in the development of learning.
For educators, access means being able to share, collaborate on, and discuss projects,
learner performance, and best practices with each other and the school administration in a
convenient online environment—even during a hectic school day. Educators can also make
themselves available to learners when needed, post project resources and assessment results,
provide feedback, and introduce learners to new software.
For learners at the School of the Future, technology provides greater access to essential information, when and where it is needed. Each learner is equipped with their own laptop and
applications to help them prepare presentations, collaborate, and share work with educators
and project teammates. The devices support a key principle of the learning environment
by providing continuous access to information at home and at school. With these laptops—
and the responsibilities that come with them—learners not only take ownership of their
resources, but also the management of their schedules and workload.

SharePoint and the community
The portal that makes anywhere, anytime access pos-

core that ensures secure, role-specific access to school

online. Other community members, depending on their

sible for the school’s stakeholders is based on Microsoft®

information. Among the many groups that benefit from

role, can learn more about the School of the Future, view

SharePoint® technology. This IT infrastructure is designed

this integrated solution are the school’s local and regional

upcoming school and community events, and reserve the

to provide three very important kinds of services to

communities, including the families of its learners.

building for community events. For those without online

portal users: an opportunity to connect with one another

Through the SharePoint portal, parents are able to view

access, basic information is even available from the Share-

through messaging and collaboration tools; management

their children’s assessments as they are updated, read

Point system through the telephone. The end result is a

capabilities that help administrators operate the system

educator feedback, view upcoming assignments and proj-

more connected, better informed community.

efficiently and effectively; and an Active Directory®

ect descriptions, and schedule meetings with educators
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Assessment and responsibility
As different as the School of the Future may be, it is still a high school in the
Philadelphia school system, and its learners must meet the same state educational
standards — the annual Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) — as their
peers around the city. But helping learners to succeed in a traditional, contentbased assessment does not have to mean approaching it in a traditional way.
Each curriculum plan for the School of the Future begins with a state standard, which are
matched with learner competencies, as determined by school leadership. In turn, these
competencies map to “lenses”—the foundation of the project-based model at the school—
which go beyond subject matter to look at ways of thinking about learning. At the learner
level, the curriculum focus is on understanding: the level of understanding children start
with, the milestones of understanding they reach during learning, and the culmination of
their understanding at project end.
The assessment of learner competency and understanding does not take the shape of A’s,
C-pluses, or D-minuses. At the close of each project, each learner receives a 17-page assessment portfolio, which documents and measures their work and competencies against
a rubric (shown here). It is the responsibility of each learner to deliver this portfolio to their
parents for acknowledgement and signature.
Learner responsibility takes other forms as well. In addition to having to take and pass the
11th grade PSSA, every learner at the School of the Future must apply to a university or
college to qualify for graduation.

Learner Assessment Rubric
Novice

Basic

“Little understanding and minimal
display of the skills included in the Pennsylvania Academic Content Standards.
There is a major need for additional
instructional opportunities and/or
increased learner academic commitment
to achieve the Proficient Level.”

“Marginal academic performance,
work approaching, but not yet
reaching, satisfactory performance.
Performance indicates a partial
understanding and limited display of
the skills included in the Pennsylvania
Academic Content Standards, and the
learner may need additional instructional opportunities and/or increased
learner academic commitment to
achieve the Proficient Level.”

Proficient

Advanced

“Satisfactory academic performance
indicating a solid understanding and
adequate display of the skills included

“Superior academic performance
indicating an in-depth understanding
and exemplary display of the skills in-

in the Pennsylvania Academic Content
Standards.”

cluded in the Pennsylvania Academic
Content Standards.”

From Pennsylvania State Education Association at www.psea.org

Investigative learning
Many of the projects at the School of the Future include a focus

Through data interpretation and collection, sophisticated

disciplines like thermodynamics, genetics, and statistics,

on current conditions in the surrounding communities of Philadel-

experiments, and extensive research, CSI learners—support-

and how they can be applied in the real world.

phia, asking learners to think about how their city is perceived, and

ed by educators, but determining their own investigative

In addition, the CSI project has helped learners extend

how they would like to see it change. A project called CSI (named

path—have acquired hands-on experience of how crimes

their understanding of identity in today’s world—particu-

after a television show that engages learners) challenges learners to

are resolved within local and global communities. At the

larly for themselves and the citizens of Philadelphia—and

use high-level thinking and scientific knowledge to approach these

same time, they have been able to develop their science

how science and technology can help resolve violations

questions through forensics—the application of science to the law.

and mathematics skills, exploring the relationships among

of personal, civic, and international boundaries.
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Partners in learning
Technology is a powerful tool that can help people, communities, and nations realize their
potential. But for millions, the promise of technology is still unrealized. Microsoft Corporation
has made a comprehensive commitment to digital inclusion—helping individuals, communities, and nations gain access to the technology tools, skills, and innovation they need
to realize their potential in the changing economy. Microsoft’s flagship digital inclusion
initiative is Partners in Learning.
Despite real improvements in accessing and using information and communication technology in education, many learners and teachers still lack basic access to technology and
training. The result is a widening skills gap that contributes to disparities in quality of life,
competitiveness, and economic development.
Part of the Microsoft Partners in Learning initiative, the School of the Future is an important example of our commitment to addressing the digital inclusion issues facing education today by providing tools and support that enable educators and schools to deliver
on the promise of technology in education.
For more information on Microsoft Partners in Learning, go to: www.microsoft.com/uspil

Download Past Discovery Briefs
For more information about the School of the Future, as well as access to PDFs of other
discovery briefs, visit: www.microsoft.com/education/sof
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